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Abstract-- This is a Banking web application which provides various functionalities to User and Admin. Admin can approve or reject 

user application. Admin can search customers by account number or customer name. Admin can see logs of attacks. User can do online 

transactions like Fund Transfer, Bill Payments (electricity bill, income tax, mobile recharge).we are using unsupervised machine 

learning, pattern matching & honeypot system. The application is protected by detecting different attacks such as SQL injection, URL 

injection, Cross site Scripting attack and Brute Force attack. User will get randomly generated username, password and pin number on 

his SMS. After every transaction user will get notification by message. User can see his account details and mini statement. AES-128 bit 

encryption and decryption is used for storing user details. 

 

Index Terms— Unsupervised machine learning, Pattern matching, Honeypot system, AES 128 bit encryption and decryption  technique. 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

    The extremely widely-used World Wide Web environment provides a rich set of targets for motivated attackers. The main goal of the 

attack is the disruption of service. To prevent these attacks and protect web applications from attacks we are implementing system which are 

going to use „AES-128 bit algorithm‟. In this we are using Banking application can do online transaction, and can detect attacks like SQL 

injection, Brute force attack, URL injection, Cross site scripting attack. Personal information of user get stored in database in encrypted 

format. Dynamic password and pin generates and send to user on his SMS. After every transaction user get notification by message. User 

can see his account details and mini statements. Because of attack on Database following things are happens with web server, and to avoid 

such problems we proposing this system. Because of attacks network performance getting down. Sometimes particular websites could not be 

open, unavailability of a particular web site, Inability to access any web site, increase in the number of spam emails received, sometimes a 

wireless or wired internet connection get disconnects. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

      SQL Injection Attack (SQLIA) has been consistently ranked among the top security threats against web applications for more than a 

decade. Nowadays, attackers use sophisticated tools to launch automated injection attacks. The problem of prevention and detection of 

SQLIA has been long attended by the research community, but hardly any solution exists for protecting multiple websites in a shared hosting 

environment. In this paper, we present a novel method to detect malicious queries using a twin Hidden Markov Model (HMM) ensemble and 

validate it with large set of benign and malicious queries collected from five sample web applications written in PHP and MySQL. Following 

the Multiple Classifier System (MCS) paradigm, we combine the output of individual HMMs to arrive at the final decision, which provides 

better accuracy and lower false alarms. The system is intended to work at the database firewall layer, therefore it can protect multiple web 

applications hosted on a shared server. The initial experimental results are very encouraging and indicate that the approach can effectively 

identify wide varieties of SQLIA with negligible impact on performance. The technique can be easily ported to other languages and database 

platforms without requiring major modifications. 

 

III. OUR APPROACH 

SQL Injection:- 

        SQL injection is a code injection technique, used to attack data-driven applications, in which nefarious SQL statements are inserted 

into an entry field for execution,  so we are creating one database for  SQL query which is going to store all the queries which attacker  is 

going to enter and also some more queries we are going to store in database. If attacker  type of query or data, then we are going to detect  

that query or data is authorised or not by scanning the database. 

       We are going to prevent this type of attack by using AES 128 Bit Encryption and Decryption . When database is scanned  and we found 

that entered data is valid then we provide access to their account . In case Sql injection is detected then user will be blocked for 24 hrs. 

 

Brute Force:- 

        We are detecting Brute Force Attack throw Loop detection method in which attacker will enter password multiple time by guessing. In  

this scenario we will provide user to enter their password only 3 times and  this cycle of entering wrong  is detected by loop detection 

method. 

        Mostly our Data is in AES 128 Bit Encrypted Format. To prevent Brute Force Attack,  If user is Entering password for multiple time 

then loop Detection Technique is going to detect  it and also it is going to check  type of passwords which is entered is present in our 

database. If  password  is entered is wrong for 3 times then, we will block that account for 24 hours and will send message and email to user 

on registered number that his account is  blocked for 24 hrs. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Code_injection
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Attack_(computing)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SQL
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URL Injection:- 

        Mostly URL injection Attack is Done throw URL Information  in which User name and password is visible so One initial option is to 

use Google to determine whether our website is harbouring spam links in the first place. For instance, we can search for our domain 

alongside keywords for spam by entering a site query such as: “site:www.websitename.com casino.” 

         For Avoidance of URL injection Attack we create database and also all passwords and usernames are already there in database .URLs 

are stored in database in encrypted format using AES 128 Encryption and Decryption algorithm so that user is not able to get information of 

username and password throws URL injection Attack. 

 

Cross Site Scripting Attack:- 

        In cross site scripting attacker can check user mostly visited time and website throw that he will use some HTML page to take user 

inputs attacking on website database so we generate on type scanner which detect this type of HTML pages. 

       In cross site scripting mostly user can get username and password directly, so here we are using AES 128 bit Encryption technique 

throw which user input will be totally Encrypted. 

 

IV.CONCLUSION 

      Attack is conducted on a sufficiently large scale, entire geographical regions can be compromised. To prevent these attacks and protect 

web server we are implementing system which are going to use Unsupervised machine learning, Pattern matching, AES 128 bit encryption 

and decryption technique We presented a system, which is using a AES 128 bit encryption decryption Algorithm and Honeypot system. We 

also discussed various potential optimizations for improving performance .Using such techniques we can avoid web server from attacks. 

Effective Can detect and prevent attack efficiently. User get notification by SMS. No complicate hardware required. 
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